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14th July 2015 

 
Dear Mrs Feeney, 
 
RE: Mid Suffolk Revised Draft Community Infrastructure Levy Charging Schedule – Examination 
 
I refer to your letter dated 24th June 2015 in which the Examiner has identified a number of matters 
where further information is sought. The Council has addressed these points below. 
 
1. Specific appraisals for identified larger sites 
 

As requested by the Examiner, the Council’s consultants, Peter Brett Associates (PBA) has 
undertaken specific CIL viability appraisals for three identified sites, namely Eye Airfield, Lake 
Park (former Needham Quarry) and Union Road, Stowmarket. This has been set out in Section 5 
of the additional PBA viability evidence (attached). In addition, joint position statements have 
been included in the PBA viability evidence (Appendix E) which are agreed between the Council 
and the respective agents/developers. The findings on the above sites have concluded that there 
is insufficient scope to implement a CIL charge on these sites. 
 
The viability assessments for Eye Airfield and Union Road, Stowmarket have been carried out 
consistent with the other ‘strategic sites’ viability assessments and based upon an estimate of 
the full, current s106 policy requirements. The resulting infrastructure costs are considered to be 
broadly comparable with what a full CIL charge would likely be, but a Section 106 approach to 
these sites, due to their substantial site specific costs, is considered more appropriate for 
delivery. In the case of Lake Park (former Needham Quarry), the Council is confident that this 
site will have a signed s106 agreement imminently in advance of the introduction of CIL. 
However, site viability testing has been undertaken with regard to the negotiated s106 package 
on this site. 

 
Drawing on the evidence, the Council is therefore proposing that the residential development 
elements for Eye Airfield, Lake Park (former Needham Quarry) and Union Road, Stowmarket be 
excepted with a residential charge of £0/sqm in the Mid Suffolk Revised Draft Charging 
Schedule. It is proposed to the Examiner that the Council produces a statement of modifications 
in relation to these sites, which is compliant with the procedures set out in the CIL Regulations. 
The consequential effect of these modifications will also mean that the Mid Suffolk Draft 
Regulation 123 CIL Infrastructure List (Nov 2014) will require suitable modification to ensure 
clarity on these additional sites.  
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Subject to any further comments and agreement from the Examiner, the Council could 
commence consultation on a statement of modifications during the week of 20th July 2015. 

 
2. Mid Suffolk alternative appraisals  for small sites 
 

This additional analysis has been undertaken by the Council’s consultants, PBA. Sections 2 - 4 
of the PBA evidence (attached) demonstrates that the revisions to the small site viability 
assumptions, when taken in line with the appropriate uplift in value, do not affect scheme viability 
to a significant extent. There remains a significant viability buffer range of between 37% and 57% 
in the proposed CIL charges for smaller sites. 
 
Accordingly, no modifications, in relation to smaller sites, are put forward by the Council to the 
Mid Suffolk CIL Revised Draft Charging Schedule. However, as a statement of modifications is 
proposed for the identified larger sites (as above), then it is proposed to the Examiner that the 
Council also invites public representations on the additional PBA evidence for a period of 4 
weeks. 
 

3. Scenario testing for 11 house scheme 
 
Table 4-4 of the January 2014 PBA viability report has been re-checked and an updated 
summary appraisal table set out in Section 6 of the additional PBA evidence (attached). For Mid 
Suffolk Low Value area 11 houses sites, the correct remaining overage figure should be £115 
(61% buffer) and not -£7 (sic). My apologies for any inconvenience caused. 
 

4. Annual Monitoring Report 
 
A copy of the Joint Babergh and Mid Suffolk Annual Monitoring Report 2013/14 is enclosed and 
will be placed in the CIL Examination document library. 

 
A copy of this letter will be placed on the Council website. 
 
Yours sincerely, 

 
Matt Deakin 
Senior Policy Strategy Planner 
 
 


